Abstract. Taking advantage of the definition in resonance of characteristic value, together with H k n's polynomial space's significance, this paper has got two kinds of practical approaches for getting the normal form.
Introduction
Normal form is widely used in second-order resonance. 1923, Dulac is the first using Normal form to study analytical vector fields.
Differential equation
of which the K is the numerical range and A the K's n n matrix, with
k n H represented as the space composed of the vector polynomial of K's n member and n dimension and k order. And H k n is the linear space whose dimension is that of
The normal form is very important in analyzing and detecting the power's surge of low frequency [1] .
The Definition of Normal Form
Proposition: The system (1)may be turned into
Of which Y~y's all non-resonance coefficient should be 0 [2] . Definition1: if all non-resonance's of (2) coefficient is 0, the (2) would be (1)'s normality; and if x≤y to be through regularization transformation, all the resonance term's coefficient to h~y should be 0, with normal form to change its standard. And normal form got through standard's normal transformation would be called standard normal form.
Professor Wang Duo believes that to seek k's normal form the n dimension's coefficient should be defined. And the amount of calculation would be quickly increased along with increase of n and k. [3] hereon the author would like to recommend two kinds of approaches for quickly calculating normality. 
, entire array and , because it is fractional order, it should be non-resonance. 
Of which
H should be-n member's n dimension and k order's space of homogeneous polynomial.
Theorem: within the O(0,0)'s point range,
, the operator would be defined, of which
's quadratic form got.
Of which 
In the same way other value under function of radix operator role would be got. And so, 
marked , 2 2 H would be equipollence to 
